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Authors are invited to propose articles, essays, interviews or reviews to editors in advance of
submission. Lodge proposals or submit works in the MSWord (.doc or docx) format to
editors.synaesthesia@gmail.com
The following guide is meant to assist preparation of submissions.
1. English: Be consistent in uses of any of the major variations of English recognized in
international scholarship. Discussions about keywords and/or concepts in languages
other than English should be expressed in the body of the text as italicized Romanized
characters with the original orthographic representation in an endnote or in parentheses
following the word. See the following example for clarification.
As Higa suggested, it is very likely that sabetsu (差別) is the central reason why the
national government insists on having bases of operation located on the small island.
Sabetsu, it turns out, is an interesting form of discrimination. Its current effects can best
be understood through examination of it etymological roots.

2. Endnotes: Use automatic numbered notes in the text for any references to sources and
to notes that serve to clarify or expand on keywords and/or concepts. Refer to the link
in The Chicago Manual of Style (Notes and Bibliography) for further details on format.
3. Tables, Graphs, Charts: Since the main text appears in double columns, tables, graphs,
and charts will likely appear in appendices at the end of the paper. Invite the attention of
readers as needed in your main text to corresponding appendices featuring any tables,
graphs, or charts.
4. Images: Visual imagery can enhance the rhetorical effect you seek to achieve as well as
serve as an effective illustration of critical discussions you develop within the body.
Authors are best positioned to provide images appropriate for their work. If needed for
these purposes, include high-resolution images (cited) within the body of your text.
5. Abstracts: Include a 50- to 100-word abstract in the header preceding the title.
6. Keywords: Include a list of 6 to 8 keywords.
7. Author and/or Translator Identification: Include a brief self-identification at the end
of your work. We identify authors and translators, including information about, and a
link to, a book, article or translation published elsewhere, and a note about your work
and/or institutional affiliation. We also link to your website which may provide fuller
information. We encourage authors and translators to provide an email address that will
be posted with your brief biographical sketch.
8. Copyright: Authors retain copyrights. Any requests for reprinting work published by the
journal are referred to the author, who has the final word. We ask that any reprints
acknowledge Synaesthesia: Communication Across Cultures as the primary source.
9. Translation: Since our focus is on meaning, power and perception in and through
cultural transactions, languages other than English sometimes present barriers to
precision, clarity, and full understanding through English. When authors work in English
as a second (or third) language, we ask that they first consult with any collaborators or
advisors as proofreaders who have an expert command of English for any issues in
translation. We cannot undertake systematic edits of translated or interpreted work from
languages other than English. Any keywords or concepts that present unique difficulties
in translation to English should be signaled in the Notes section of the submitted work.
10. Text Preparation: For submissions, use Arial Narrow 10-point single space text. Leave
one space between all paragraphs and long quotes marked off by double indention. Final
formatting of all work appearing in the journal is the responsibility of editors.
11. Proofreading: After your work is published, proofread it and submit any errors you
might notice to the editors.

